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ABSTRACT
The final project for the student of Diploma in Interior Design is a manifestation towards the powerful tools in the design process that requires 
both intellectual and creative rigor. Focus o f this proposed new interior design of Lestari Kids Club for Laman Lestari Sdn. Bhd at Lot 9, Jalan 
Panglima Bukit Gantang Wahab, 30000 Ipoh, Perak. Will give students a foundation of understanding by broadening their knowledge of spatial 
design through the study of the plan and plan language.The plan is what architects, interior designers and landscape designers use to move 
people through space, to organize space, and to place objects in space. Client is the main priority element when we want to design something, we 
must know about client background and what kind of design they asked for,that is important because we need to relate between space and 
concept at the next stage .Then we also must to look at which area our project will be propose, student must study about the site analysis and also 
the building analysis,unforgettable about the potential and weakness o f that site.Afiter get approval towards the site proposal, student must study 
on the space and gain much more ideas to involve a concept onto the space. At the stage to study on the relationship between space and concept, 
students will let themselve become more efficiently towards the aims of design they want to produced off..Study on space, movement and 
circulation can motivate student to know how important that items when it also related with human needed, behaviour and character.The final 
goals for students is refer to their final design, we can see thru the space layout wheter relate with the concept or not.From that we can coclude 
that plan is the main element which most interior designers use to develop space. Therefore, students and educators should have a greater 
understanding and vocabulary for such an important tool.
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